How the ratings work:

**STC & OITC** are rating systems used to measure sound reduction. **STC** is used to rate sound traveling through an interior wall, and **OITC** is used to rate sound traveling through an exterior wall. **Higher** STC/OITC ratings represent more efficient sound reduction through a surface. The STC rating of a typical wall without windows is 36.

Lang’s Products have produced the results in the chart to the left when tested for STC and OITC ratings.

Silence

A peaceful nights sleep is just a window away
Bring privacy to your home

Silence is Golden was developed by Lang to bring a peaceful atmosphere that could enable even the most sensitive sleeper to be at peace. With this upgrade *(available on all Lang products listed to the left)* you will find that even the most annoying exterior noises will be significantly reduced. With these new glass innovations from Lang Exterior now you can Sleep Like a Baby with your new Lang Windows.

**Lower decibel levels**

When exterior noise levels are 70dBA or less, these windows and doors would provide adequate sound attenuation so that the interior sound levels do not exceed 45dBA.
Decorative Glass Options

V-Groove
A process that carves into the glass to give a 3 dimensional prism design

Grids
Between the glass for easy cleaning

All Lang Exterior products, hardware styles, and ratings are subject to change without notification.